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SLIME!: Stretch Your Imagination
OPENING SEPTEMBER 26TH, 2022 AT THE DISCOVERY CENTER OF IDAHO
Boise, ID - SLIME! is an exciting, new 3,000 square foot exhibition designed and produced completely by
the Discovery Center of Idaho’s highly skilled fabrication team in our advanced Micron Innovation Lab.
Visitors will have the opportunity to experiment with slime and learn the science behind this favorite
non-Newtonian fluid.
“Everybody loves slime! So, we decided to make an entire exhibition dedicated to this gooey, messy,
science-based fun. The Discovery Center’s SLIME! exhibition is nothing like you have experienced before.
With over a dozen interactive exhibits, and tons of the slime to touch, SLIME! takes slime to another
level. This is an exhibit that you will want to visit over and over. So, get ready to stretch your imagination
with SLIME!” Eric Miller, Executive Director
SLIME! opens at the Discovery Center of Idaho on September 26th, 2022 and will run through Spring of
2023.
Exhibition Sponsor
SLIME! Is generously sponsored by the Junior League of Boise.
About the Center
The Discovery Center is a private non-profit 501(C)3 organization. Our mission is to inspire lifelong
interest and learning in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM). We believe learning is fun
and expands minds and lives. Because of the opportunities and exhibitions we provide, our community is
more scientifically literate, curious and empowered to explore.
Admission Prices & Hours

Admission is FREE for members. For non-members, admission is $18 for adults ages 18+, $17 for seniors
ages 65+, $12 for youth ages 2-17, FREE for children under age 2. $1 discounts for active military and
veterans. We’re open 10am to 5pm Monday-Saturday and 11am to 5pm on Sundays.

Other Updates
Thank you for supporting lifelong learning in STEM! The Discovery Center of Idaho is thrilled to provide
this exhibition to the community. There are some items you should know before your visit:
● Timed entry ticket purchases with limited capacity
● Contact-free payment options at the door (Debit or Credit Card only please)
● Floor staff busy cleaning all surfaces throughout the day
● Automatic hand sanitation stations and hand washing throughout the Center

For more information: dcidaho.org | 208.343.9895 | 131 Myrtle St. Boise, ID 83702

